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SUMMARY

The use of silver chloride as a material for photoe+astic stress
analysis offers the possibilities of studying both elastic and plastic
states of stress in a crystalline metallike material cm ,eithera micro-
scale or n&croscale. In order to realize this possihility, however, it
is first necesssry to relate the stress state quantitatively with the
observed relative retardation and extinction angle. In this report
these relationships are developed from a general theory of stress
birefringence, according to a stress-dependent hypothesis. This hypothe-
sis and the resulting analytical relationships have been experimentally
vindicated by measurements made on a variety of single-crystal specimens
of silver chloride tested in simple tension in the elastic and plastic
stress ranges.

With an understanding of the relationship between the stress state
and the resulting optical effects, it has been feasible to proceed with
studies of relatively complicated stress states. The present work has
included a study of the stress states in bicrystal tension specimens,
in simple polycrystalline tension specimens, and b single-crystal and
polycrystal tension specimens having a hole on the specimen sxis.
These tests, which me discussed in detail in the body of the report,
have yielded qualitative snd quantitative information on the elasto-
plastic state of stress. Silver chloride appears to be a suitable
medium for photoelastic studies of”the effect of plastic yielding on
the state of stress in a crystalline metallike material.

INTRODUCTION

To a greater or lesser extent, most transparent materials become
doubly refracting when subjected to load. This pti~erty is the basis
of the photoelastic technique in conventional applications of which a
model cut from a plate of glass or plastic is loaded snd then examined
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in polarized light. Under these circumstances the directions of polar-
ization of the rays which have passed through the specimen coincide
with the directions of principal stress in the plane perpendicular to
the wave normal and the relative phase retardation i~ proportional to
the difference between the principal stresses. Since it provides an
accurate quantitative determination of two-dimensional stress states,
the photoelastic technique has come to have a recognized place in
engineering stress snalysis. It has been particularly successful, for
example, in the determination of stress concentration factors for shapes
too complicated to be amenable to the mathematical theory of elasticity.
But its usefulness had, in general, been limited to cases in which
perfect elasticity may be assumed. Many of the glasses and plastics
conventionally employed are brittle at room,temperature. Fried
(refs. 1 and 2) has investigated avariety of materials with special
reference to cellulose nitrate. Het&@ (ref. 3) has reported a
particular long-chain polymer. With the exception of silver chloride,
these previously studied materials differ fundamentally from structural
metals. They are visco-elastic and amx-phous. While the behavior of
visco-elastic materials is an important field of study, it should be
recognized that structural metals are aggregates of crystals. Their
inelastic behavior depends upon the way in which slip occurs in the
crystal lattice, upon the redistribution of stress which occurs after
a grain has yielded, snd upon grain-boundary phenomena.

Silver chloride is an elssto-plastic crystalline material with
many of the properties of metals of structural importance (ref. 4).
In particular, its behavior at room temperature is elastic at low
stress levels, becoming ductile as the stress is raised. It exhibits
strain-hardening in the ductile range. In addition, silver chloride
3s transparent and, being a cubic crystal, it is optically isotropic
in the unstressed state. When loaded it becomes doubly refracting so
that its effect on polarized light, properly interpreted, can be used
to measure the state of stress.

The metallike properties of silver chloride appesx first to have
been noted by Tsmmann (ref. 5) in 1932. Stepanov and colleagues in
the U.S.S;R. independently recognized the significance of the ductility
of silver chloride as early as 1934 (ref. 6). Moeller and others, h
a survey of the literature, report that its metallurgical properties
have been studied in Italy by Cagliotti and by Levi and Tabet. The
feasibility of rolling thin sheets, of extruding tubing, and of pouring
ingots of this nxaterialwas first reported by Fugassi and McIChney (ref. 7)
and by Fetters and Dienes (ref. 8) in this country. Probably the most
significant uses of the photoelastic properties of silver chloride have
been reported by Orowan (ref. 9) and Nye (ref. 10) at the Cavendish

Laboratory. West and Makas (ref. 11) have measured the stress-optical
constants of silver chloride in the elastic range. Fried (refs. 1
and 2) has conmented upon the macroscopic stress-optical properties of
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silver chloride in the plastic range. Stepanov (ref. 12) and
Prigorovskii (ref. 13) have described the suitability of silver chlo-
ride as an optically active medium for the investigation of plastic
states of stress.

The present work has first been directed towsrd providing a
quantitative relationship between the quantities which can be observed
in the laboratory (relative retardation A and extinction angle q
are the ones nmst easily measured) and the state of elastic or plastic
stress in a specimen. Since crystalline silver chloride is photo-
elastically anisotropic, the directions of polarization of rays which
have passed through a specimen do not correspond, in general, to the
directions of principal stress. The angles”betweenthese two sets of
directions depend on the relative magnitudes of the principal stresses
and on the relative directions of the incident wave normal, the crystal
axes, and the stress exes. The retardation of the transmitted light
a~o depends on these quantities. An analysis relating stresses -
which need not be elastic - orientation of the crystal axes, and rela-
tive retardation has been prepared. It is presented in the section
immediately followtig the description of experimental technique-s.

The succeeding section is concerned with the experimental veri-
fication of these analytical relationships. Briefly, the experiments
have consisted in subjecting a single-crystal specimen~ the orientation
of whose crystal sxes had been determined by back-reflection X-ray
photographs, to a known state of stress. The relative retardation and
extinction angle have then been measured. From these measurements the
so-called Stress-optical coefficients which appear in the theory can
be determined. If the theory is correct, these quantities should be
&onstant for a wide variety of crystal orientations and throu~out
the elastic and plastic stress ranges. This has been observed to be
the case, at least within the limits of experimental error.

The fifth section of this report is concerned with experimental
studies of polycrystalline specimens. In the first of these, specimens
consisting of two differently oriented grains were subjected to tension
at right angles to the,grain boundary. These tests indicate that
silver chloride is capable of providing clues to the manner of trans-
mission of load across grain boundaries on a microscopic scale. A
second series of tests has been concerned with obsenations on the
progress of slip in a polycrystalline “transparentmetal.” These
reveal also the existence of stress concentrations near the corners of
grain boundaries, the importance of residual stresses, and further
confirm the stress-optical theory first checked by the single-crystal
tests.
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The suitability of the photoelastic technique for the determination
of stress concentration factors has been exploited in a series of tests
reported”ti the sixth section. Single-crystal and polycrystal specbens
with holes and notches have been subjected to progressively increasing
tension. Although the number of tests reported is too small to permit
definitive conclusions to be drawn, it appears that stress concentration
factors for anisotropic materials may differ markedly from those for
isotropic materials of the same shape. The initiation of yielding in
polycrystall.inespecimens was made apparent by the appearance of surface
lines which were continuous from grain to grain and which followed the
same general pattern as that observed in the single-crystal tests.

This work was conducted at the University of Illinois under the
sponsorship and with the financial assistance of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics.

SYMBOLS

Symbols are defined where they first appear in the text. This
grouptig is for the convenience of the reader.

a.

BU,BW, . . .

b~,b=, . . .

cll,c~,’ . . .

h

Z,m,n,

P

X,Y,Z

XJY>z

reciprocal of the refractive index, l/~, nondimensional

coefficients defining distotied indicatrix, non-
dimensional (see eq. (2))

coefficients defining distorted indicatrix with
reference to the x-} Y-y ~d x-axes, nondimensional

stress-optical coefficients defined by equation (3),
sq in./lb

thiclmess of specimen, in.

direction cosines, nondimensional

tension load applied to specimen in direction of
Oy-axis, psi

Cartesian coordinates directed along principal crystal
sxes of a cubic crystal

arbitrary set of Cartesisn axes; in general Ox has
been taken along light ray and Oy has been taken
as tension axis of specimen.
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angles defining orientations of crystal sxes (see
eq: (21))

angle between Oy-axis and normal to boundary of
specimen

relative retardations of polsrized waves leaving
specimen, in. or W

absolute retardations of polarized waves in passing
through specimen, in. or W (see eqs. (12))

axial strati

average index of refraction for crystal, nondimensional

refractive indices of two polarized waves in crystal,
nondimensional

wave len@h of (monochromatic) light e~loyed, in.
or w

radial coordinate in yz-plane

ox>C+UZ)T ~JT ~zJT .,. normal and shearing components of stress following

‘1
.

‘?

J-
usual notationJ psi

tangential principal stress
psi

angulsr coordinate measured

at

in

a point on a boundary,

yz-plane from y-axis;
angles between Oy-sxis and planes of polarization
of transmitted light

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A variety of arrangements of optical equipment may be used for a
polariscope suitable for observing silver-chloride specimens. It iS

desirable to have a polsriscope capable of relatively high magnifications
and a compensator which can accurately measure small retardations.
Silver chloride is available commercially (Harshaw Chemical Co.) in the
form of large single-crystal ingots or in the form of rolled poly-
crystalline sheets (l-J 1/2-, and l/4.millimeter-t,hicknessesare normal
stock items). These sheets are very suitable for studies of poly-
crystall.inespecimens because they are easily recrystallized to give
reasonably large grains which extend completely through the thickness

. ..——- .—. ——— —————-— —-— -— —.—— -—— —
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of the plate snd have grain boundaries which sre nearly normal to the
plate surfaces. The surfaces of these rolled sheets are such that no
polishing or other surface preparation is required even after heat
treatment. There is no “edge effect” such as is exhibited by plastics.
Creep is negligible at room temperature and experiments may be
conducted over a period of 10 hours or longer.

Possibly the most convenient instrument for the present purpose
is a large polarizing microscope. A wide variety of compensators and
other convenient accessories are available for such instruments. In
addition, these microscopes have a range of magnifications and a
relatively large field of view. The present experimental work has been
csrried out using a Leitz SY polarizing microscope and a Esrek compen-
sator. With this microscope the field of view is only slightly under
1 centimeter in diameter at the minimum magnification of about 16x.
Retardations were measured using a Berek compensator because of its
sensitivity for small and medium phase differences. Quartz-wedge
compensators of the Babinet type can be used with only a slight loss
of accuracy. For convenience in taking photographs and in alining a
light source, the microscope was mounted on the optical bench of a
metallograph. Sources of both white and monochromatic light were
available; however the latter was generally used. The nmnochromatic
light (5,k61 A) was obtained from an H-4 type lsmp together with a
No. 77 Wratten filter.

In the tests to be described, the specimens were subjected to pure
tension loads by means of the small loading frame shown in figure 1.
The specimen to be tested is held by clsmps which are loaded through
pins to assure an axial force. A bar linkage between the two clamps
prevents the specimen from being twisted. The specimen is strained
by turning a nut which is threaded with the screw rod connected to one
of the specimen clamps. The applied load is determined from the reading
of a O.0001-inch Ames dial which actually measures the center deflection
of a spring-steel beam which supports the other specimen clamp. This
compact frame is mounted on a disk which can be screwed to the stage of
the microscope. Sufficient longitudinal and transverse motion is
available to enable ahy point of the specimen to be centered in.the
field of view. Also visible in figure 1 is the micrometer drum of the
Berek compensator; this compensator slides into a slit in the microscope
tube above the objective.

The test specimens used in the present investigation were
generally about 0.04 ihch (1 millimeter) thick, 0.28 inch wide, and
1.0 inch long. Polycrystalline specimens were cut from thin rolled
plates of silver chloride with a jeweler’s saw. The edges of these
specimens were then polished on metallurgical abrasive papers with
kerosene used as a lubricsnt. The preparation of single-crystal
specimens is described in a later section of this paper. The
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polycrystalline specimens were recrystallized and annealed using a
technique described by Haynes (ref. 14). Silver chloride has a high
coefficient of thermal expansion and is soft at elevated temperatures;
consequently, care nmst be taken in the recrystallization and annealing
process. The specimens were placed on a layer of finely ground quartz
powder on the top of a glass-topped table in the center of a small
thick-walled copper box. In this box they were heated to 74-0°F for
about 3 hours after which they were cooled very slowly in the furnace.
Examination of the annealed specimens in polarized light revealed that,
for all practical purposes, they were entirely free from initial stress.

Where necessary for quantitative determinations of the stress
state, the orientations of the specimen crystal axes were determined
by back-reflection Iaue X-ray photographs. The pliotographswere
interpreted by means of a Greninger chart together with aWulff
stereographic net and a standard projection for a cubic crystal
(ref. 15). This method can be used to determine the orientation of a
single crystal or of sn individual grain at the surface of an aggregate.
The photographs are relatively easy to interpret and, with very-simple
equipment, yield accuracies of the order of 1°.

The experimental appsratus described was specifically chosen with
a view to obtaining the greatest possible accuracy. Conventional
polariscopes available in industrial snd university stress-analysis
laboratories can be adapted for research with silver chloride. If
this is to be done, an accurate compensator must be used and the
magnifying power of the polariscope will, in general, have to be
increased. Some of the difficulties of the adaptation would be offset
by the possibility of using.thicker and lsrger specimens.

THEORY OF STRESS-OPTICAL EFFECT

Stress-optical effect in cubic crystals.- ‘What maybe called the
elementary theory of double refraction due to stress or strain, on the
lines developed by F. E. Neumann, has been extended to natural crystals
by F. Pockels in a series of memoirs (ref. 16) published in 1889 and
1890” (ref. 17). In these papers Pockels works with the relations
between double refraction and strain. A complete treatment of the
problem is given by Pockels in his “Lehrbuch der Kristalloptik”
(ref. 18). In “A Treatise on .Photo-Elasticity”(ref. 17), Coker snd
Filon present the theory in terms of the relations between double
refraction and stress. However, no essential difference comes into
question in their investigations, since perfect elasticity is assumed
throughout.

——.— ——-. .—-.—— —..—-—— —.— --- .———
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Now let OX, OY, and OZ denote the principal
crystal; if ~ is the reciprocal of the refractive

NACA ~ 3ok3

axes of a cubic
index, then the

equation of th~ index ellipsoid in the unstressed crystal is

a$’(x* + Y-2+ z*) = 1 (1)

That is, the indicatrix in an unstressed cubic crystal is a sphere.
Let the components of the applied stress, which may or may not be an
elastic stress, referred to the three crystal axes be ax, ~y9 ~z)

TXY3 T~, snd Tn. The effect of these stresses is to distort the
indicatrix into an ellipsoid of the form

. . .
B11X2”+ B22S+~3Z2+~&+2B3~ZX+~*3YZ= 1 (2)

It is now assumed that the differences between the coefficients
of this ellipsoid and the original sphere are small quantities of the
first order, linear in the stresses. One has, in matrix notation,

[1
+1 - ao2

?22 - %2
%3 -ao*

~%23

B31
BE

(3)

There are, therefore, 36 stress-optical coefficients Cij in the most
general kind of crystal. In the present case, for cubic crystals, the
sxes OX, OY, snd 02 are all equivalent. By symmetry one therefore
has relations of the types %6 ‘ CM) C33 = Cll) snd Cu = Cu = C31.

.
%lhe surface here designated ab the “index ellipsoid” or

“indicatrix” is referred to as the l?resnelellipsoid by Coker and
Filon (ref. 17). Fresnel, however, deduced the wave surfaces from a
single-surfaced ellipsoid having semiaxes equal to the velocities.

%hese stress-optical coefficients are the same as the piezo-
optic~ constants of pockels (ref. 18) except for a logical reversal
Of Si~; that iS, Cij = _flij.
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Only three independent stress-optical coefficients remain and the
almve equations take on the forms

( )( )
B11=ao2+Cuax+ay +Cz + C1l-CEUX

*.ao2+C
(

~ax+cly+uz
)( + Cll )- CE ‘Y

B33 = a.
( )(

*+ CEUX+UY+UZ+ % )
- c~ az

B23 = ctiTYz

B31 = C~Tn

BE = C~TN

In the case of sn isotropic material these equations must remain the
ssme in form for any rotation of the coordinate axes; from this it
follows that, for an isotropic material, CM = CU - CU. (See,

for

tie
the
oz.

instance, Coker and Filon, ref. 17, p. 293.)

In general, the stress components relative to the crystal axes
not known; however, these values can be readily determined if
stress components are known relative to any axes Ox, Oy, and
The transformation equations are

Y

ax = axZ12 + a
(

~12 + azn12 + 2 TWZ~ml + T=z~nl + Tpmlnl
)

ay . axZ22 + afi2 + azn22 + *(%%%+ ‘XZZ*9 + %%+%)

az . ax132 + a~32 + azn32 + 2(Tv13~ + TxzZ3n3 + Tfl~~)

( )
= axZ2Z3 + afim3 + az~n3 + T= l% + z3~ +‘Yz

( ) + %p2m3 + %n3)Txz Z2n3 + n*Z3

‘Xz. ( )= %2123 + a~l~ + aznln3 + Tw zlm3 + z3ml +

T
Xz ( (%

21n3 + n1Z3)+ ‘YZ ‘1
)

+ m1n3

‘XY ( )
= ax1112 + a#lm2 + aznl~ + T= ZI% + Z2m1 +

TXz (z,%? + %22)+ Tyz(nlm2 + ml%)

(4)

in which
( )(21, ml} nl ~ 22, ~, ~), and (23, m3, n3) sre the d~ection

cosines of OX, OY, and 02, respectively, relative to the Ox-, OY-,
Oz-sxes.

. . ... —. ——— ——— -- —— .—— —
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With these six stress components determined for any point in a
crystal, and assuming that the stress-optical coefficients Cll) c~)
arid C44 are known, it is easy to obtain the equation of the index

ellipsoid relative to the crystal axes: That is, substitute the Bij’s

determined by equations (4) into equation (2).

It is desirable to be able to calculate the refractive indices
and axes of polarization for a wave traveling, say, parallel to Ox.
TO determine these factors, the magnitude and direction of the semimajor
and semiminor axes of the trace of the index ellipsoid in the zy-plane
must be calculated. First the equation of the el~psoid relative to
ox, Oy, and OZ is obtained by means of the transformation

[

x-

Y

z

‘lml ‘1

22%29 [1
x

Y

z

(6)

Now setting x equal to zero, the equation of the elliptic section of
the indicatrix in the zy-plane is obtained. The principal semiaxes of
this ellipse give the refractive indices and polarizing directions at
the point.

“Ifthe coefficients of the index ellipsoid, when referred to Ox,
Oy, and Oz are denoted by bll) b12, . . . then the section normal

to ox is

bw~ + b33z2 + 2b23yz = 1

Or, upon setting y . p cos q and z . p sin q, then

L . 1)22 CoS?p + b33 sin%+ 2b23 sin Q cos q
P2

(7)

(8)

To obtain the directions of the principal axes of this ellipse set

(appg) = O; therefore,
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2b23
tan2q= (9)

b22 - b33

The values of p obtained from equation (9) sre the angles between the
planes of polarization and the Oy-sxis.

me magnitudes of the setiaxes of the trace of the indicatr~ in
the xy-plane are obtained by substituting the value of q, given by
equation (9), into equation (8). Consequently, there is obtained, .

12

The refractive indices

through the crystal are

C[ ) d( ) 7
-1/2

Pmsx
= 2b22+b33 ~

b22 - b33
2 + 4b23

71 =d 72 of the two polarized waves passing

equal to & and ptin, respectively. The

square of the difference of the refractive indices is therefore

(m2=~22+b33)-J~22J!$22-b33)2+4b2:’“o)

In an unstressed cubic crystal the equation of the section of the

index ellipsoid normal to Ox is ~2(#’ + Z2) = 1, where l/s. . ~

is the average index of refraction. When the crystal is stressed,
this circle is deformed s~ghtly to become the ellipse

b~~ + b33z2 + 2b23yz = 1. Since the major and minor axes of this

ellipse are nearly equal to the radius of the original circle, the
coefficient b23 and the difference of the coefficients b22 and b33

must be very small quantities. In view of this, equation (10) can be
simplified by using the first two terms of the binomial expansion of
the squsre root. Also, the denominator of this equation is very closely

4
ao or l/~4. Equation (10), therefore, simplifies to

( 11)

It should be noted that the approximations jwt made follow directly
from the assumptions upon which equations (3) are based.

If light is passed through a crystalline plate of thiclmess h,
then the two resulting plane-polarized waves will have undergone

.— _ ._——
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absolute retardations Al and ~ given by

1Al =h(ql - 1)

q = h(q2 - 1)

The relative retardation of the two polarized waves is, therefore,

A= A1-~=h(?l~ -72)

or, uti~zing equation (12)(ref. 19),

{(A.: sh b22-~
2q

33)2 + 4b232

(12)

(13)

The relative phase difference, measured in rad.isns,is 21fA/A, A being
the wave length “in vacuo.”

Plane stress in a cubic crystal plate.- The experimental techniques
of photoelasticity are best suited to the study of two-dimensional
(plane-stress) problems. It is therefore desirable to proceed, on the
basis of the foregotig theory, with a more detailed study of the gen-
eralized plane-stress problem.

Considertig a single-trystal plate lying in the zy-plane, then,
in the case of plane stress,

‘x = T’x-y= Txz
=0 ( 14)

Substituting these values into equations {5) snd the resulting expres-
sions for the stress components referred to the crystal axes Lnto
equations (4), the coefficients for the equation of the index ellipsoid
are obtained in the forms

>

Bn = a.
‘+ c~ky + “’) + @l - cl-2)@fi12 + “@12 + 2Tyzmlnl)1

’22 = a.
2+ C=PY + “z) + Fll - c~)~fi’ + “Zn: ‘ 2TYz~n2)

B33 = a.

1

2+%2kY+” z)+(c@12)(” Y%2+”z%2+2TYz’V3) ’15)

’23 [ ( ‘%n2]
= CM ufiq + Uzn2n3 + TV V3

%1 = c44~Y%m3 + “znl~ + Tyz(mln3 + %%]

[ (BE = cm a#l~ + aznl~ + TV ‘l% + ‘l%
1
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The equation of the index ellipsoid at a point in the stressed
crystal is

B11x2+B22Y2 +~3z*+”2B31zx +2B23Yz+2B@Y= 1 (16)

The equation for the trace of this ellipsoid in the yz-plane is
required; consequently, set x . 0 and substitute

1X .mly + nlz

/

Y.~y+*z

Z . m3y+ n3z

Equation (16) then becomes

( 17)

( )Y2‘llm12 + %2%2 + ‘33%2 + ‘31~~ + ‘23%m3 + “%rnl% +

(
%lnl 2+ B2&22+~3n32 +2!1331nl~ +2B23~3+2Buhl~ Z2+

[

)
2 B~mlnl + B22w + B33m3n3 + ‘31(mIn3 + ~nl) +

B23(W3 + ‘3%2
1)+Bl*@l~+~ ‘z=’-

(18)

This is an equation of the form of equation (7), that is, of the form

b& + b33z2 + 2b23yz =

well-known relationships
are obtained

1. Using equations (15) for the Bij’s and

between the direction cosines involved, there

b= . *02 + c
( )12”y+az +

(
uz m12n12+ ~2~2 +

b33 = a.
2+ c~@Y+ “z) +

( 4Uz nl +

b23 = C~Tm +

(
3az mlnl

(Cll - CT2- [u) %(%4+IL) + r#) +

Jm32n32)+ *P (.q3nl + ~3~ + m33n3+ CMUY1
(cu-c~- W)~Y(ml ‘1 )

2 2 + ~~2 + m32n32 +

iJ%4 + %4) + 2’yz(mln13+ ~~3 + m3n33 + C44UZ

1

19)

(Cll - c~ - )C44)~y(m13nl+ m23n2+ m33n3 +

IJ

+ ~~3 + 933) + 2-ryz(m12n12+ ~2~2 + ~2n32)

— ..— –.— — —..
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These coefficients together with equations (9) and (13) give the
polarization (extinction) angle q and the relative retardation A,
respectively.

b the case
the coefficients

of a pure tension stress directed along the y-axis,
have the relatively simple form

-1
1-

L( )( 444
b22 - .l%12 - ~2n22

- b33 ‘Uywl+ h-%?-’% ‘1 ‘m’2 +% ]
- m3~32

( x
}

(20)

b23= ‘yCII-cu-c~ ~13nl+~3% +
=%3?)

my OF s~G~ CRY~ALS

Purpose of studying single crystals.- By applying a known state of
stress to a plane crystal of known orientation, and by measuring the
relative retardation of normally incident light waves, the foregoing
theory csn be checked experimentally. Such tests are necessary in
order to e&ablish the validity of the theory and to determine the
numerical values of the stress-optical coefficients which appear in
the stress-retardation equations. In practice, the simplest state of
stress to analyze and to apply to a test specimen is pure tension.
In the tests to be describe@, single-cr~tal specimens were subjected
to pure tension loads, the orientations of the crystal sxes were
determined from back-reflection X-ray photographs, and the relative
retardation and extinction angle were measured for a monochromatic
light ray passing through the specimen. Measurements were made in both
the elastic and.plastic stress ranges. From these measurements the
stress-optical coefficients can be determined. If the theory is
correct, these coefficients should be constant throughout the elastic
and plastic stress ranges and for any crystal orientation.

The verification obtained by these tension tests is not Mmited
by the apparent simplicity of the stress state. Ikpending on its
orientation, the crystal lattice is subjected to shear as well as to
stretching when the specimen as a whole is in pure tension.

~eparation of test specimens.- Disks of clear silver chloride
3.25 inches in diameter and 0.3 inch thick were purchased from the
Hsrshaw Chemical Co., Cleveland, Ohio. These disks contained lsrge
single crystals which were detected by lightly etching the surface
with a sodium-thiosulfatesolution. Single-crystal slices about
0.1 inch thick were cut from the disks with a jeweler’s saw. The .
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specimens were then hand-polished on metallurgical abrasive papers
(to 0000 fineness) utilizing kerosene as a lubricant. After washing
the polished specimen in carbon tetrachloride, the surfaces were
etched away by wating the specimen in a solution of sodium thiosulfate.
The crystal specimens were then rinsed in water and blotted dry with
clean filter paper. The resulting specimens were about 0.04 inch
thick, 0.28 inch wide, and 1.0 inch long.

The crystals were snnealed using the techuique previously
described in the section ‘!ExperimentalTechnique”; that is, they were
heated to 740° 1?for about 3 hours, after which they were slowly
cooled in the furnace. This heat treatment generally did not cause
recrystallization but did, for all practical purposes, completely
relieve the specimen of any internal stresses. THe orientations of
the crystal axes of each specimen were determined from back-reflection
X-ray photographs as previously described. In some cases these photo-
graphs were taken both before and after the crystal was annealed. The
heat treatment’described did not affect the original orientations.

The cross-sectional dimensions of each annealed specimen were
obtained using a micrometer caliper. Vsrious reference lines were
scratched lightly on one face of the specimen after which it was
clamped in the small tension loading frame, as shown in figure 1.
A small viselike clamp was used to hold the specimen grips in alinement
and to prevent bending of the specimen as the clamping screws were
tightened. In some cases stresses were introduced while clamping the
specimen in this loading device; however, these were usually small.

Quantitative experimental results.- With the loading frame
mounted on the stage of the microscope, a tensile load was applied to
the specimen and various measurements were rode. The angles from the
direction of the applied load to the planes of extinction and
subtraction (q + 45°) were observed at various marked points. Using-a
Berek compensator, the relative retardations of monochromatic (5,4-61A)
light waves were measured at these same points. h addition to these
measurements, strains in both the axial and transverse directions were
measured using a screw-micrometer eyepiece. Measurements were.nade for
loadings corresponding to stress increments of about 200 to 403 psi.
The specimens were unloaded before each increase in load.

Stresses were computed based on the actual area of the strained
specimen. This was determined by dividing the initial measured area by
~tity plus the measured axial strain. The observed retardations A
were reduced to retardation per unit thiclmess A/h based on the actual
thickness at the time of the observation. This thickness was determined
by dividing the corrected area by the specimen width corrected in
pro~rtion to the measured transverse strain.
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Eight groups of specimens were tested, each group having different
orientations of the crystal axes relative to the principal stress and
observation directions. For all except group I, the specimens had one
crystal exis (OY) l~g in the plane containing the axis of the specimen
and the normal to the surface of the specimen, that is, in the xy-plane.
The orientations of these specimens can therefore be described by two
angles denoted a, the angle between the Oz- and the OZ-axis or between
the xy-plane and the OX--S, and f3,the angle between the Oy- and the
OY-sxis (tith of which lie h the xy-plane). In matrix notation, the
direction cosines defining the crystal orientation are then

[ 1[
21 ml nl Cos a,Cos e Cos a sin e

1

-sin u

22 m2 n2 = -sin 19 Cos e o (21)

13 ? ‘3
sin a Cos e Sin a sine cos.a

In general, retardations were measured at three points on the
central cqoss section of the specimen. The average of these measurements
(which were nearly equal) was then usedto obtati a graphof stress
against retardation such as that shown in figure 2. The linesrity of
the stress-retardation curve shown in this figure is typical of those
obtained for all specimens in groups I, III, VII, and VIII, and also
for specimens S-12 and S-13. The corresponding graphs for specimens
of groups II and VI were nmre erratic; however, in these specimens the
retardation was difficult to measure accurately because it was quite
small smd was superposed on a double set of prominent birefringent
bsn~s. The stress-rettiation curves for specimens S-14 and S-22
showed a slight concavity upwsrd, while those for specimens s-8 and S-9
were concave downward. Figure 3 (for specimen S-9) shows the most
nonlinesr relation obtained for stress against A/h. It should be
regarded as exceptional, ti the same way as figure 2 is typical.

In several ‘casesrelative retardations were measured during
reloading of a“plsstically strained specimen. In each case the
retardation per unit thiclmess agreed quite well with that measured
during the tiitial loading.

The results of all.of the tests sre summarized in table I. The
angles a and 19 define the crystal orientation of each group as
determined from the X-ray photographs. The average retardations per
unit thickness were obtained directly from graphs such as are shown in
figures 2 and 3.

Qualitative experimental results.- Before any load was applied to
the annealed specimens, they appeared quite dark when examined between
crossed Nicols. When a tensile load was applied, such that the stresses
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were in the elastic rsnge, considerable light was transmitted with
almost uniform intensity over the whole specimen. The intensity of
the light transmitted by the specimen depends on the magnitude of the
applied load and, of course, on the orientation of the Nicols relative
to the directions of the principal stresses.

The onset of plastic action was indicated in a dramatic way by
the growth either of birefringent bands or of surface hairlines or
both. The birefringent bands are caused by internal stresses remaining
in the material after deformation by pencil glide. Generally, the
bireftingent bands sre accompanied by surface lines; these are formed
by the intersections of glide surfaces with the crystal surface. If
the glide direction happens to be psrallel to the surface, the lines
are practically invisible. On the other hand, surface lines appear
without birefringent bands if the glide surfaces overlap sufficiently.

Figure 4 shows the onset of plastic action in a typical specimen,
s-lo. ~ this,case there were two glide systems operating sim_zltane-
Ously. The singlesbetween the bands snd the stress sxis were 38° and
-56°, measured in the plsne of the specimen. There were no appsrent
surface glide lines at this load (440 psi), indicating that the glide
directions were very nearly psrallel to the surface of the crystal.
In the present case the angle between the two glide directions was
approximately 94°. This is substantially in agreement with Nye’s
conclusion (ref. 20) that the glide direction in silver chloride
is [110],since, in cubic crystals, the ~la directions -e ~gles
of either 600 or 90° with each other. As the load was increased,
other glide surfaces grew between those already present (see fig. 5).
At still higher stresses the glide surfaces generally became so
closely spaced snd overlapping that the specimen appeared almost
homogeneous.

In general, the specimens tested exhibited more than one set of
glide surfaces as indicated by either birefringent bands or surface
hairlines or kmth. Figure 6 shows a double system of surface lines
observed in specimen S-22. This illustrates the development of
surface lines without birefringent bands. A very interesting double
system of glide surfaces was observed in single-crystal specimen S-E?.
In this case the two active sets of glide surfaces were distinctly
sepsrated as shown by figure 7(a). The relative retardations measured
along the center cross section in the zones showing birefringent banding
were considerably lower than those h the other zone, thus suggesting an
unusual stress distribution over the cross section. Under still higher
loading the two zones became very sharply sepsrated as shown in
figure 7(b). The differences in the directions of glide in the two
zones are indicated by the distortions of the initially straight scratch
lines on the surface of the specimen.

——. ——.—— . _— —.——.
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Comparison of experimental and theoretical results.- Before the
theory discussed can be used to-predict the optical effects in a
stressed specimen, the stress-optical coefficients

( )Cll - c12 ‘d
CM must be determined. In the present study these constants were

determined such that the theoretical retardations would agree as
closely as ~ssible with the experimentally observed values. The
correctness of the theory is vindicated by the fact that these two
constants could be chosen such that the optical effects predicted by
theory substantially agree with those observed for all of the specimens
tested.

In table II the theoretical retardation coefficients and polari-
zation angles are summarized for crystals ~riented snd stressed in
same way as the various”groups of specimens tested. The values of
stress-optical coefficients used to compute the data given in this
table were

%1 - C12 = -6.5( 10)-8 sq in./lb

and

-8CU = 8.3(10) sq ti./lb

the
the

The refractive index q was taken as 2.07, as given in the “Inter-
national Critical Tables.” The parameters A/h and ~ were calculated

.

using equations (13) and (9), respectively, together with equations (20).
The dependence of these parameters on the crystal orientation is
illustrated by figures 8“and 9. Also shown in these figures”are the
experimental results. Within the limits of experimental error, these
bgree with the theoretical predictions.

It is of some interest to speculate on the fundamental causes
underlying the stress dependence of the photoelastic effect in a
crystalline metallike material. That the photoelastic effect should
in this case depend on stress rather than strain is not unreasonable.
Mueller (ref. 21) has indicated three sources of birefrtigence in
stressed ionic cubic crystals: The anisotropy of the Lorentz-krenz
force, the anisotropy of the Coulomb forces, and the deformation of
the crystal lattice which occurs when load is applied to the specimen.
According to Mueller, this distortion of the lattice changes the
energy levels and transition probabilities of the optical electrons,
in this way altering the refraction of the atoms. It therefore produces
a preferred orientation for polsrized light, with accompanying retarda-
tion and other optical effects. As long as the.behavior of the specimen
is elastic, these optical effects will be in proportion to the load;
this in turn will be propofiional to either (macroscopic) stress or
strain. Plastic deformation takes place when whole packets of mlecules
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glide relative to one another. Since this does not imply any further
stretching of the lattice but only a relative motion of one lattice
unit with respect to its neighbor, it maybe inferred that in the
plastic range the photoelastic effect in a ductile crystalline (or
polycrystalline) material ought to be proportional to the stress
rather than to the strain. This is what has actually been obsened.

EXl?ERIMENTALSTUDYOF POLYCRYSTALLINE SPECIMENS

Tension tests of bicrystals.- The specimens here described as
bicrystals were obtained by chance during the preparation of the
single-crystal specimens previously described. During the annealing
process two of these single-crystal specimens recrystallized in such a
way that each consisted of two grains having their grain boundaries
approximately on the center cross section of the specimen at right
angles to the direction of pull. The orientations of the crystal axes
of each grain in these two specimens were determined from X-ray
photographs. The width and thickness of each specimen were measuxed
and reference lines were lightly scratched onto one surface of each.
The specimens were then clamped in the loading frame ready for testing.
These two double-crystal specimens are referred to as D-1 and D-2; the
letters L and R are used to designate their left- and right-hand grains.
The orientations of the grains comprising these two specimens are
presented in table III.

Relative retardations were measured at sti points in each grain of
each specimen at various stages of loading. The locations of the points
at which the measurements were made are shown in the sketches in
figures 10(a) and 10(b). These figures also show the relative retarda-
tions at the various points, plotted against the nominal stress (load
divided by original area) applied to the specimen. In some cases, in
order to avoid a congested diagram, only the average relative retarda-
tions have been plotted for points such as a, d, and e which me on
cross sections somewhat removed from the grain boundary.

horn figure 10(a) it is apparent that the stress distribution in
the grains of specimen D-1 was not appreciably affected by the presence
of the grain boundary. If a single crystal with the same orientation
as D-l-L were subjected to a pure tension stress u , then, on the

Ybasis of the theory previously described, the relat ve retardation
would be, A = 0.491ay rep/psi. The relative retardations observed for
points in grain D-l-L are virtually in agreement with this value if
only the nominal stress exists in the-grain. Similsrly, in grain
D-l-R, the relative retardations observed are essentially equal to
those caused by the nominal stress; in this case the theoretical
relative retardation is A = 0.~3ay mH/psi. The observed extinction

—.-——— ——— .— — -— .._—
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angles in
values of
specimen.

D-l-L and D-l-R were also essentially equal
26° and -@, respectively, for pure tension
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to the theoretical
stresses in the

It may be inferred that in this specimen stresses were
transmitted across the grain houndsry with llttle or no local stress
concentration at the boundary.

hspection of ~igure 10(b) reveals that the stress distribution
in specimen D-2 is not so simple u that observed in specimen D-1.
However, this does not appear to be a result of the presence of the
grain boundary but is believed to be a consequence of the way in which
yielding occurred in one of the gratis. In single-crystal specimen
S-12 yielding occurred by dislocations in two distinctly separated
glide surfaces as has been described in a foregoing section. Yielding
of grain L of specimen D-2 appeared to progress in verymuch the same
way as had been observed in specimen S-12; that is, gliding took place
on two sets of surfaces which did not overlap appreciably. In one of
the zones so f~rmed the retardations, and therefore the stresses) were
higher than the average, while in the other they wqre lower.

The general appearance of grain D-2-L after plastic yielding is
shown by figures n(a) snd n(b). Worn figure n(a) it can be seen
that points a, e, and f lie in one type of zone while b and c lie in
another and d is on the boundary between these zones. The relative
retardations measured at points a, e, snd f were the lowest obsened
in this grain while those at b snd c were the highest. The non-
uniformity of stress in grain D-24R, indicated by the relative retar-
dation measurements, is probably a direct consequence of the unusual
stress distribution in grain D-2-L. If only-a pure tension stress
existed throughout specimen D-2, the.relative retardations theoret-
ically would be A = 0.217ay w/psi for grain L and A = 0.191UY W/PSi

for grain R. These values agree reasonably well with the average
relative retardations measured on the vsrious cross sections; however)
in view of the unusual stress distribution, the average obta~ed from
the limited number of measurements made probably does not accurately
represent the average for the section.

Tension tests of specimens with many crystals.- Several poly-
crystalline specimens of silver chloride were tested in simple tension
in order that a qualitative understanding of the stress distribution
in the grains of such speciwns might be obtained. The specimens were
cut from thin rolled sheets of silver chloride, after which they were
recrystal~zed and annealed by heat treatment as previously described.
The test to be described was performed on a specimn 0.375 inch wide
and 0.0197 inch thick. The specimen was subjected to a pure tension
load which was increased”in l-pound increments; each increment co~e-
sponded to an average tension stress increment of .135psi. After each
increase in load the relative retardation was measured nesr the centers
of each of three grains, the locations of which are indicated in
figure 12(a).
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Before any load was applied, the recrystallized specimen was free
from all but very small internal stresses. When viewed between crossed
Nicols, the specimen appesred quite dark except for some reflection
from grain boundaries which were not quite normal to the faces of the
specimen. Under a l-pound load, fairly high stress concentrations were
observed nesr the corners of some grains. However, the retardation
over the interior portion of each grain was almost constant, indicating
that distant from the boundaries the stress distribution is fairly
homogeneous. As the load was increased to 2 pounds, some surface glide
lines became visible near the loading clamps; however, no signs of
plastic action were visible near the center of the specimen. With a
3-pound load, some glide lines appeared on the surfaces of several
grains. From the photograph of figure 12(b), which was taken after the
removal of this load, it is appsrent that yielding resulted in residual
stresses, especially along the grain boundaries.

As the load was increased, plastic action occurred in all grains,
as is evidenced by the birefringent bands and surface lines in fig-
ure 12(c). Of especial interest sre the surface lines in the Largest
grain (grain C); the Enes in the lower portion of this grab are
directed differently from those in the upper portion. In grain B
the situation is similar; the surface lines in the upper portion of
the grain are continuous with those in grain A, while in.the lower
portion they sre not. It is also apparent that the relative retardation
now vsries considerably throughout any particular grain. The magnitude
of this variation in grain A under a load P of 5 pounds is shown in
fi~e 13. At this loading the surface of the specimen appeared, to
the unaided eye, much like a sheet of cellophane which has been crinkled
and then stretched. The groin boundaries appeared as sharply defined
creases. The birefringence pattern obtained after remwal of the 5-
pound load indicates that quite lsrge residual stresses were present.
Some grains now showed a streaky birefringence pattern which was not
always directed psrallel to the surface lines.

For tension loads ~eater thsn about 6 pounds (81o psi) compara-
tively large strain was required in order to obtain a l-pound load
increase. At these higher loads the relative retardation at different
points in any grain varied considerably; because of this, the mean
values determined for grains A, B, and C maybe somewhat in error. In
figure lftthe relative retardations near the centers of these grains
are plotted against the app13.edload. It is important to note that
these relative retardations are approximately proportional to the load
even when the strain is relatively large, in further verification of
the stress-optical theory previously established by means “ofsingle-
crystal tests. Those grains (notably B and C) which showed a dis-
continuity in their glide lines were observed to form an irregular
surface near this discontinuity. This surface, which appears somewhat
like a grain boundary, can be seen in figure 15 which shows the specimen

. _ .——— ——.— ——— _.. ——-— —.- .——
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under a load of 10 pounds (1,350 psi). Under this load
was necked slightly. The color of restored white light
that of the first-order yellow.

EXP~ STUDY OF NOTCEED SPECIMENS

Single-crystal specimens.- The technique previously
be used to study the state of stress in the neighborhood
hole in a single-crystal specimen subjected to ~ tension
stresses may be in either the elastic or plastic ranges;
the redistribution of stress resulting from yielding may

NACA TN 3043

the specimen
approached

described can
of a circular
load. The
consequently,
be studied.

A single-crystal specimen with a hole drilled through its center
was polished and annealed in the manner previously described. The
orientations of the crystal axes of this specimen were the same as
those of grain R of specimen D-1 (see table III). The specimen was
0.278 inch wide and 0.0365 inch thick, and the hole was O.O@ inch in
diameter. Relative retardations were measured, at various stages of

- loading, at each of the points indicated in the sketch given in
figure 16. At some loadings additional measurements were made as
close as possible to the boundary of the hole.

When subjected to the first load increment (1.6 pounds), the
specimen showed no sims of plastic yielding; however, when this load
was removed, there was evidence of some residual stress. Under a load
of about 2 pounds, surface hairlines were observed nesr points b snd c.
As the load was increased, these lines increased in number and prominence.
When the load reached 2.6 pounds, birefringent bands appeared at the 45°
points around the hole; these bands were all approximately at an angle
of 45° with the direction of the applied load.

The extinction patterns observed as the polarizer and snalyzer
were rotated simultaneously are shown in figures 17(a) to 17(d). From
these figures it is evident that the stress distribution changes very
rapidly near the boundary of the hole. It should be remembered that
the extinction angle depends on the orientations of the crystal axes
as well as on the directions and relative magnitudes of the principal
stresses. Figures 17(B) to 17(d) would therefore be different for
specimens with different crystal orientations. The surface lines, the
birefringent banding, and the extinction pattern near the boundsry of
the hole are clearly shown in figure 17(e). The birefringent bands
were nmre easily seen when the specimen wss unloaded as is shown in
figure 17(f). The orientations of the crystal axes of the present
specimen (N-5) were the same as those of grain D-l-R given in table III.
Using this information and the stress-otiical constants for silver
chloride, there is found, for specimen N-5,
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( ) -82b23 = -1.53uY + 16.35Tfi + 0.98uZ x 10

( )
}

-8
(22)

b22 - b33 = -6.320Y - 2.51TW + 2.50uZ x 10

Now let f3 be the angle from the y-axis (load axis) to the normal to
the boundary of the specimen at some point on a boundsry and let al
be the nonzero prticipal stress at this point. Then

‘Y
= al Sinzp

0= = al COS2$

TF . -al sin

(23)

&

The data in table IVhave been obtained by substituting equations (22)
and (23) into equations (9) and (13). Since the specimen was 0.0365
inch thick, it follows that the principal stress 01, in pounds per
squsre inch, is 9.06 times the relative retsdation A, in millimicrons,
at boundary points for which j3= O; 2.86A. at boundary points for
which ~ = 45°; and 3.73A at boundary points for which B = 90°.
In general, the principal stress at a point on the lxmndary of a
specimen is proportional to the relative retardation at the point.
The constsnt of proportionality depends on the orientations of the
crystal axes relative to the boundary and the plane of the specimen.

In figure 16 the relative retardations at various points in the
specimen sre plotted as a function of the load. Although yielding
was noted at a load of about 2 pounds, there appeared to be no redis-
tribution of the stresses until the load exceeded 4 pounds. Increasing
the load beyond 4 pounds seemed to have practically no effect on the
stress level at points a and d; however, it caused the stresses at
points b and c to increase slightly more rapidly than they had
previously.

The extinction angles observed at points a, b, C, d, and h were
essentially in agreement with those given in table IV for ~ = 90°.
The extinction angles observed at points e and f were -7’Oand 17,
respectively, whereas the theoretical values for
were -

@ = -45° and 45°
34° and 43°, respectively. These differences indicate that e

and f are so far from the boundary of the hole that the principal stress
direction is not parallel to the boundary and the second principal
stress is not zero.

At loads of 3.65 and 4.7 pounds relative retardations were measured
at several additional points on the center cross section. In particular,
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measurements were made as close as possible to the edge of the hole.
The distribution of stress determined from these measurements is shown
in figure 18. It is interesting that the stress concentration factors,
based on the nominal stress on the gross area of the specimen, are only
of the order of 2.25. The corresponding concentration factor for a
similar specimen but of isotropic, elastic material is theoretically
3.24 (ref. 22). In the present.case,however, this factor is probably
a function of the orientations of the crystal axes. Also, the measure-
ments were made slightly in from the edge of the hole after some plastic
yielding had occurred; consequently, the experimentally determined
factor may be somewhat low. Basically, however, the large difference
between stress concentration factors of 3.25 and 2.25 must be attrib-
uted to the fact that silver chloride is not isotropic. Since struc-
tural metals also have this property, the further ~nvestfgation of
this.effect would appear to be very desirable.

The distribution of stress around the rim of the hole is illus-
trated in figure 19. In interpreting the diagram, tension stresses
are to be measured radially outward from the edge of the hole and
compression stresses, radially inward. Also shown in this figure is
the corresponding curve obtained experimentally by Coker and Filon
(ref. 17) for an isotropic, elastic material (cellulose nitrate).
Again the stress concentration factor obtained for the isotropic
material is considerably larger than that obtained for the particular
crystal specimen under study.

Polycrystalline specimens.- Several polycrystalline specimens
containing either a central hole or edge notches were tested in order
that their behavior might be qualitatively obsened. In each of these
specimens the notches or holes were of such size that the gross area
of the specimen was reduced by about 21 percent. As these specimens
were loaded, birefringent bands or surface lines were noted when the
nominal stress, based on the gross srea, was about 200 psi. Generally,
yielding was first evidenced by the appearance of surface lines
extending from the hole or notch boundary into the specimen along the
section of minimum srea. The influence of grain orientation on the
direction of these lines in the vicinity of the critical cross section
seemed to be of a secondary nature. In most cases the surface lines
in this area were continuous from grain to grain and followed the same
general pattern as that observed in the single-crystal specimen, N-5
(see fig. 17(f)). time of these surface lines can be seen in
figures 20(a) to 20(c). Relative retardations were measured at the
centers of a number of grains in these specimens. These measurements
indicated that there was no large redistribution of stress as the
yield point was passed.
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Tests of single-crystal specimens of silver chloride have shown
that the optical effect in this crystalline metallike material is a
measure of the stress state (and not of the state of strain). The
experimental data obtained from these tests have checked the accuracy,
in both the elastic and plqstic ranges, of a general theory which
quantitatively relates optical effects to the stress state. In
addition, these tests have provided data necessary for the determination
of the so-called stress-optical coefficients which appear in the theory.
Silver chloride appears to be a suitable material for photoelastic
studies of the effects of plastic yielding on the state of stress in a
crystalline material.

To avoid any possibility of misunderstanding, it should be stated
plainly that, while silver chloride does possess the significant
property of being an aggregate of ductile crystals, it is not apt to
be exactly identical in its glide mechanism with any particular
structural metal. Grain-boundary phenomna may also be expected to
differ as between silver chloride and, say, an aluminum alloy. For
these reasons inferences based on silver-chloride tests will always
require verification by means of experiments performed on the metals
themselves. Such experiments if made blindly are apt to be costly snd
inefficient. It is felt that an optically active material can play a
useful role as a guide to further experimentation. It can also serve
as a check on theories of the plastic state.

Experiments reported herein on bicrystals and on specimens having
stress-raisers are.not sufficiently numerous to pertit drawing dogmatic
conclusions. It appears certain, however, that stress concentration
factors in actual crystalline materials are not the same as those in
the isotropic materiab usually considered in the mathematical theory
of elasticity. The feasibility of making significant experiments in
complicated stress fields has been denmnstrated. It must be considered,
however, that all of these tests have been performed on thin specimens.
In an actual structural element the grain would be supported by
neighbors on its sides aa well as its edges.

University of Illinois,
Urbana, 111., February 7, 1953. .
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Group

%

II

III

rv

v

VI

VII

VIII

TABLE I.- SUMMARY OF EXPERR@NDU FU?SULTS

Orientation

a, deg

12.5

57

57

57

22.5

22.5

22.5

22.5

aflngles CL and

19, deg

I-2

30

50.5

39

0

25.5

68

89

Specimen

s-1
s-3
s-lo

s-4

s -5
s-7

s-8
s-9
S-12

S-13
S-14
s-22

S-15
s-16

S-19
S-21

S-17

IIv.A/hoy,
sq in./lb

20.1 x 10 -8

20.8
21.1

9.8

31.3
30.0

20
20
18.5

29.8
28.7
29.0

6.7
5.7

29.5
29.5

31.8

AV. (p,

deg

;:
72

24

12
14

11
8

12

85
83
86

m;
Varted

32
33

43

~ given for group I are only approximate.
Calculations are based on the following measured orientation:
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TABLE II.- SUMMARY OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS

.

Orientation Orientation
as for A/huy,

group a, deg El,deg sq in./lb d~~

I 12.5 12 23.4 X 10-8 74.8

II 57 30 5.3 17.5

III 57 50.5 30.9 10.6

Iv 57 39 18.8 9.5

v 22.5 0 28.9 90.0

VI 22.5 25.5 6.0 77.1

VII 22.5 68 29.4 31.6

VIII 22.5 89 33.0 41.5

.. . . ..— ————.. _——. —— — .— _.. _
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TABLE III.- ORIENTATIONS OF GRAINS IN

SPECIMENS D-1 AND D-2
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TABLE IV.- STRESS-OFTICAL REIATIONS AT A

EKWNDARY OF SPECIMEN N-5

P, A/hul ‘?,
deg deg

o 11.9 x 10-8 10.7

45 37.6 42.8

-45 37.8 -34.0

w 28.9 6.8

——-——.. ...— ————.—
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L-81197
Figure 1.- Apparatus (on microscope stage) for applying tension loads

to specimens.
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Figure 3.- Relative retardation against stress for specimen S-9. This
specimen showed the least linear stress-optical effect.
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Figure

L

L-8119 8

h.- Start of yielding in specimen S-10. Stress, 440 psi.;Nicols
at -9° and 81° to (horizontal) load direction; X12,.

. . ..----b& .=.

L-81200

Glide bands in sPec*n S-lo= Stiess, 490 psi; ~ico~ at ‘9°.-Figure 5-
and 81° to (horizontal) load direction; X32.

___._.___———
—.——
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.

Figure 6.- Surface lines in specimen S-22.
horizontal.and vertical; load applied

L-81199
Stress, 580 psi; Nicols

horizontally; fi6.

(a) Stress, 590 psi.
L-81201

Figure 7.- Double system of glide surfaces in specimen S-K!. Nicols
horizontal and vertical; load applied horizont~; X12.

—
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L-81202
(b) Stress,

Figure 7..

1,300 psi.

Concluded.

--. ——_______ ——..—_
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40 X10-8 I I I I I

NACA TN 3043

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
ANGLE 8, DEG

Figure 8.- Dependence of relative retardation on crystal orientation for

uniaxial stress. c= - Cw = -6.5 X 10-8 square inch per pound;

C44 = 8.3 X 10-8 sqwe inch per pound.

. ..———
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Figure 9.- Dependence of extinction angle on crystal orientation for

uniaxial stress. %1 -c=. -6.7 x 10-8 square fichper pound;

Ch . 8.3 x 10-8 square inch per pound.
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(a) Specimen D-1.
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Figure 10. - Relative retardation against nominal stress.
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Flgme 10.- Concluded.
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NACA TN 3043

.

(a) Points a, b, c, d, e, and f. X12.3.

. .
$.. .

.
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. - --x-_:..u_—..
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-... .,. ”
,>- ,

—

-.
.,’

— —.

(b) Point d. X39.3.
L-81203.1

Figure id..- Appearance of grain L of specimen D-2 after plastic yielding.
Stress, .860psi; Nicols horizontal and vertical; load applied horizontally.
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(a) l.O-pound load applied horizontally.

x,

x-- .,-
.,

.-
.-,’

.:/. .
.,

‘\ =.,-
,,

,.’
k I .)’ i.:

/“

(b) Unloaded from 3.0 pounds.
L-81204

Figure 12.- Specimen P-10. Nicols horizontal and vertical; X22.3.
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L-81205
(c) 5 .O-pound load applied horizontally.

Figure 12.- Concl@ed.
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13. - Varlation of relatlve retardation in
5.0 pounds. Numbers indicate retardation
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grain A of specimen P-1o.
at tihepoint in millimicronE.
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Figure 14.- Losiiagainst mean relative retardation for specimen P-10.
Specimen 0.375 inch wide and 0.0197 inch thick.
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Figure 15.- Specimen P-10. 10.O-pound load applied horizontally. Nicol-s

horizontal and vertical; X12.3.
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(a) 2.6-pound load appMedhorizonta~; Nicols at 0° amd go”

load; x12.
to the

L-81207
(b) 2.6-Pound load applied horizontally; Nicols

., at 10° and 100° to the lo~; ~2+

Figure 17.- Extinction patterns, birefringent bandi&, and surface
in specimen N-5.

lines

—. —-
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(c) 2.6-pound load applied horizontally; Nicols at ~“ and 110°
load; X.12.

..—-. -“’ ‘

. .,,.

.,2
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. .
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#nt&L. .
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.-

L-81208

to the

(d) 2.6-pound load applied horizontal-l.Y;Nicols at 45° to the load; XJ-2.

Figure 17.- Continued.
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3.6-pound load applied horizontally; Nicols horizontal. and
vertical; X42.

L-81209
(f) Unloaded from 3.6 pounds; Nicols horizontal andverticsl; X19.5.

Figure 17.- Concluded.
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I
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— 1
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T

Figure 18. - Variation of stress across mininmm section. Specimen N-5 .
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1,090 p.q

815 psi

1,090 ps{

- . .
*.

\

SPECIMEN N -5,
P= 3.65 lb

HOLE D] AM. =(O. 245 )WIDTH

P

Figure 19. - Variation of stress around

PHOTOELASTIC RESULTS

FOR ISOTROPIC, ELASTIC

MATERIAL

HOLE DIAM .=(025) WIMH

(COKER & FILON)

v

rim of hole. Spe&en N-5.—
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.

(a) Specimen N-1. Stress, 570 psi.

(b) Specimen N-2. Stress, 565 psi. ‘-81210

Figure 20.- Surface lines in polycrystalJ_inespecimens having a center
hole or.edge notches. Micols horizontal and vertical; load applied
horizontally; X12.
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L-81211
Specimen N-3. Stress, ~0 psi.

Figure 20.- Concluded.
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